
force diagram - a diagram that uses arrows to indicate the direction and relative strength
of forces acting on an object

. fuselage - the body of an aircraft

glide angle - the angle with the horizontal at which a glider at dynamic equilibrium travels

glide ratio - the ratio of lift to drag of a glider

horizontal stabilizer - the small wing, usually at the rear of the fuselage, used to stabilize the pitch
of an aircraft

leading edge - the front edge of a wing

lift - the upward force created by the wing of an aircraft due to greater air
pressure below the wing than above it

moment - see torque

pitch - the rotational movement of the nose and tail of an aircraft up and down
around the aircraft's center of gravity

projectile - an object that travels through the air without lift or propulsion

propulsion - a force acting to accelerate an object as it travels

roll - rotation of an aircraft around its front-to-back axis; roll controlled
by ailerons

rudder - the hinged flap at the rear of the vertical stabilizer used to establish
the desired yaw of an aircraft

setting angle - the angle formed by a wing or horizontal stabilizer and the centerline
of the fuselage of an aircraft

span - the distance from tip to tip of a wing

stall - the loss of lift when a wing's angle of attack is too great

static equilibrium - the state of equal and opposite forces on a stationary object; compare
dynamic equilibrium

thrust - a force acting to accelerate a powered aircraft forward

torque - a force acting to rotate an object; also called moment

trailing edge - the back edge of a wing

vertical stabilizer - the small wing at the rear of the fuselage, used to control the yaw
of an aircraft

weight - a measure of the effect of the force of gravity on an object

wing - the surface of an aircraft that produces lift

wing loading - a measure of the weight that each square unit of an aircraft's wing
must carry; expressed as weight per square unit of wing area; calculated
by dividing the weight of an aircraft by the total area of its wings

wing span - see span

yaw - the rotational movement of an aircraft side-to-side around its center,
of gravity
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accelerate - to change speed or direction; in common usage it refers to an
increase in speed

aerobatics - aerial acrobatics or stunts

ailerons - a pair of hinged flaps on a wing trailing edge, moved in opposite directions
to control roll; used to bank an aircraft to initiate a turn

air flow - the flow of air over a wing caused by the wing's forward movement

air pressure - aforce due to the impact of air molecules

angle of attack - the angle formed by a wing and the air flow through which it is moving

angle of incidence - see setting angle

aspect ratio - the ratio of the wing span to the chord of a wing

bank - one wing raised and the other lowered by means of ailerons; used to turn
an aircraft

camber - a measure of the curvature of a wing from its leading edge to its trailing edge;
the degree of camber in a wing affects its ability to produce lift

canard - an aircraft design that has the horizontal stabilizer mounted in front of
the main wing

center of gravity - the point at which gravity can be considered to act on an object;
abbreviated CG; in common usage, sometimes referred to as the balance point

center of lift - the point on an aircraft through which the total lift force can be
considered to act

chord - the distance from the leading edge to the trailing edge of a wing

control surface - one of several hinged flaps on an aircraft that allow control of roll
(the ailerons), pitch (the elevator), or yaw (the rudder)

delta wing - a triangular wing shape used to reduce drag at supersonic speeds

decelerate - to slow down

drag - friction caused by an object displacing the air through which it moves

dynamic equilibrium - the state of equal and opposite forces on a moving object; compare
static equilibrium

elevator - the hinged flap at the rear of the horizontal stabilizer used to control
the pitch of an aircraft

equilibrium - the state of equal and opposite forces on an object; see dynamic equilibrium
and static equilibrium

flight path - (in this unit) the path of a glider through the air, viewed from the side
,

force - a push or pull that has a measurable direction and strength


